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Introduction

The NCHEMS Executive Overview Series 'focuses on the

information sources administrators need to make sound

,
decisions, as well as the processes-by-which-those-deeisions-get---
made. Our intent in these volumes is to'help our readers:

Understand the characteristics of and differences between

data bases and information systems (see Data and Informa-

tion for Executive Decisions in Higher Education)
Acquire'vd use particular types of information, such as

student-outcomes information or comparative data about

other institutions (see Information on Student Outcomes:

How to Get It and How to Use It and Comparative Data for

Administrators in Higher Education)
Recognize how several different types of decision processes

take place in higher education, depending on did issues,

the decisionmakers, and the context within which ,the

decisions are made (see Rational Decisionmaking in Higher

Education)
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Know,whatInformation and processes are appropriate for
various programreview tilttla41011t4 (see Program Review in
Higher Education: Within and Malmo)

The sixth.monograph in this series, The Effective Use of Manage.
Mott Consultants in Higher Education, seeks to provide administra
tors with information about consulting projects and consultants.
More and more, colleges and universities are asking consultants
foohelp with such diverse projects as the design of data bases and
information iiySterns, the collection of new information, or the
development of evaluative processes and procedures, such as

:program review, AlOn reitilti consultants are not only involved in
-the collection of "decision information," but increasingly they are'
partnerS in the actual decision Processes.

The purpose of this hook is to help higheredueption adminN-
trators use consultants more creatively, efficiently, and effectively.
Chapter 1 offers a look at the components of a typical consulting
'process. The stages that form the foundation of a successful
project are examined, along. with the roles a consultant can
assume within These phases.

Chapter 2 gives brief overview of circumstances that -may\--;"
prompt administrators' to look for consulting assistance and then
suggests how to locate the right consultant for the job.

Chapter 3 provides critical information needed for writing up a
Contract for services. In addition to advice on how to get the most
from a project investment, different types of contracts and various
contract clauses are explained in detail.

Chapter 4 specifies some of the mutual responsibilities of clients
and consultants and.looks at the political realities of a Consulting
project: An analysis of political factors that may affect consulting
projects is discussed along with an overview of the responsibilities
of administrators in these environments.
Chapter'5'summarizes the issues addressed in this monograph

and proVides away to answer the all-important question, "Was if
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worth it?" With the help of this model, administrators can effec. lively measure their performance, the consultant's performance,
and the overall di:gree of project success.



CHAPTER 1

Consulting:
A Loo_ k at the
Componentsq

//
Cohsulting is an tigeold profession. History is replete with

stories of kings, ienerals, and prime ministers who asked for

advice from seers and wise ones or, with less good fortune, turned

to magicians and charlatans., Consultants (those who provide
counsel)` have often been either vilified or deified. As, an old joke

goes, "A consultant, is a person who borrows your watch to tell

you what time it is." However, if everything works out well, he

may be viewed as "a person who borrows your watch to teach you

how to tell time."i
One administrator complained that he hired a consultant to

solve a particular problem. After weeks Of study, the consultant's

report simply rehashed the, basic problem; it said nothing about

how to resolve it The administrator hoped to get rid of a problem

r

1. Please note: Throughout this monograph, "he" is used to evoid the 00
awkward he/she construction. The reader is reminded that "he," "his," or
"him," could just as easily be "she," "hers," or Mee
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and gain a solution. Instead, he ended up with three problems: the
original problem, less money to solve it, and peers reluctant to
seek outskle help ever again.
kin other instances, we find consultants, are sometimes glorified

as miracle workers. For example, many administrators freely share
and expound upon their success stories at highereLlucation
elation meetings. They report that their consultant told them what
the problem was, outlined alternative solutions, recommended a
solution, and lo and behold, it worked! The institution now has
better program-review procedures or enrollment strategies that
helped turn the institution around.

No doubt the truth about consultants liw somewhere in the
middle: consultants arc rarely charlatans or miracle workers. Like
all professionals, they need, to operate within well-defined and
agreedupon limits in order to perform their duties successfully.

Why Use Consultants?

Administrators may re uire consultant assistance for the
following: Instant staff when.the current staff does not have the
expertise or time to do the joirthat is required; training when the
current staff needs help or tutoring to learn how to do the job;
impartial assessment when a complicated problem exists and no
one on campus is able to determine the causes; justification when

the administrator wants an outsider to corroborate his interpre-
tation of the situation, or perhaps even his preferred solution.
Administrators should try to be honest with themselves in deter-

mining whether they want a consultant who will provide them
with 1n independent assessment, or whether they 'want con-
sultant who will tell them what they want to hear. They are
usually more impartial when selecting consultants for temporary
staff or trainers of current staff than they are when they begin

searching for someone to provide an outside assessment of a

diffieultproblem.
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Limits can be found to any consultant's expertise; no consultant
knows enough or has enough experience to advise on everything.
The consultant who assists with "personnel problems may have
little to offer in the design of a planning and budgeting system.
And the consultant. who is proficient in solving Organizational
problems is not,likely to have enough expertise to recommend an
appropriate computer configuration. When problems are highly
complicated and pervasive, it may be necessary to bring in a team
of consultants whose members have different yet complementary

skills.
Before deciding to bring in a consultant, however, an dminis-

,
trator must weigh the trade-offs. What are the costs and.bert fits of
hiring temporary assistance versus hiring full-time staff to a ress

the problem? What level of expertise is truly needed to solve he
problem? Is there a short-term or ongoing need for the cOnsu -
tant's expertise? The administrator should consider whether he
wants the consultant to work'ork alone on'the problem, whether he
wants the zonsultant to do. some -ad hoc training of staff, or

"whether, the consultant's explicit job -should be staff training. In
particular; he: should think about why_his ownstaff is riot able to
accomplish the task and what he expects-a consultant to do.

ConsUlting Project. Stages

Regardless Of the length or type-of consultation, successful con-
suiting projects must, of necessity, move through certain discrete

stages. These stages are not,predetermined time periods; they are
logically distinct phases with different sets of issues thatneed-to be

addressed at each stage. The higher-education administrator who
engages a cconsultant must understand these'stages and manage
the consulting project with the same diligence that he manages
any other activity under his authority.

All projects should begin with extended, discussions between
the cOnsultant ancrthe administrator (or client) to explore such
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issues as the institution's readiness for outside help, the under-
lying assumptions of the consulting assignment, the desired
objectives or outcomes of the entire process, and the conditions
under-which the assignment is to be carried out. Following this
exploration period, the second stage begins when the consultant
and the administrator formally define their working relationship
by means of a proposal, a work plan, and finally a contract.

The formal work starts at the third stage: "mapping " the
problem, gathering information and data, analyzing the inform&
tion, determining the various ways that a problem can be solved
intervening, problem solving, formulating suggestions, making
recommendations," and building commitment to the recom-
mended course of action. During the final -stage of the project,
completion, all contractual commitments are pet, and the client
should evaluate the project and the consultant.
- Figure I -serves as an illustration of the four stages and their
attendant issues. If these issues are not dealt with in their appro-
priate stage, the project may be endangered on several levels. First,

a crisis in confidence may arise that willthreaten the aaministrator-
consuliant relationship. Second, it will take much longer to
resolve issues later in the project than if they are _addressed in ,

sequence, or in their appropriate stage. Third, if project activities
must be suspended while these issues are being resolved, momen-
tum will be lost, and then it often takes additional resources to
complete the project.

These consulting project stages are addressed below._

Stage One: Exploration

During the exploratory stage, administrators and consUitants

must agree first on the definition of the problem' and, secondly,
that an outsider can help in its solution. If a problem is viewed
very_differently_by _an_administrator-and-a-consultantreonflicts
will begin immediately. If the problem is so complex that smaller
problems must be-defined first, then they must decide whether all
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or some of the problems will be aCidressed, and in which Orden In

some cases,.engaging a consultant may not be the beSt solUtion; > ,
appointing an internal task force to work on the problem may be

more productive.
The matter of congruence between what the administrator -wants

and what the consultant can or will do must also be addressed.
-The administrator must 'provide enough information for the
consultant to determint-th-e-colchels-expected to play and,.why

he, in particular, has been contacted.
A further issue concerns the determination of who, will be

involved in the consulting project, and, in what capacity. Who
is the real client? In other words, what person or grOup, must
ultimately be satisfied with the project results? Other.questions
include: "Who will serve as client contact and have responsibility

for coordinating project logistics?" "Who will need to be Contacted
for information?" "Who is likely to think he should be involved
in this consulting project 5becat 3e he is a party-at-interest?"
"Who will be responsible for implementing' the consultant'
recommendations?"

, By thinking carefully about who should be involved in the Con-

sUlting project, and in what capacity, the administrator can help.

determine his overall ,.consulting needs. "Some indiViduals or

groups may be important information sources; 'others may be
involved in reviewing consultant .repOrts and 'in forniUlating

reconimendations. A smaller group may be involved in all aspects ,

of the project..
Additional issues that need attention during the. Exploration

.Stage include the time frame within which'. the work must be
carried out, and any resource constraints that may affect the proj

ect or the consultant's recommendations. For.exaMple, project

restrictions impcied by legislation,, precedent, individuals, or
_groups need tobe discussed 'Candidly. Adrninistrators; of course,

should expect consultants to treat all thiS information Confiden-

nally, regardless of whether-or not they move on to tne next stage..

of the process. The issues explOred when an administrator brings



FIGURE 1

Stages and Related Issnes:in the Consulting BrOject

EXPLORATION Understanding why an outside consultant is needed

i --lrning why a particular consultant will be engaged__

%
0

Determining what problems will'be addressed

Deciding who is the client and who are the parties,at-interest

Ascertaining the consstaints

Agreeing on` the work plan and time frames; formulating
a. contract

Understanding the reporting relationships

Receiving feedback and modifying the workplan and
relationships as needed



TO.

III WORKING Carrying out tasks and activities 'specified in contract

vtliittLski

.

"Mapping" problems and interactions

Data collection, verification, and analysis ,
o Invotying the clients and parties-at-interest; building

--conimitment

Decision making

Receiving feedback and modifying the-workplan.and.
relationships as needed

IV COMPLETION Writing final report:recommendations, documentation of work

Achieving certain outcomes

Assessing the consulting process

Assessing the role and performance of the consultant

Assessing the worth/usefulness of the work products or
outcomes s

.Assessing individual and organizational ledrning

tr,.,1,'. 41",
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the consultant to campus during the Exploratory Stage will be
further discussed in chapter 2.

Stage-Two:I9 ing-the-Work-Plan

Some administrators can provide consultants with enough
information during exploratory visits to enable them to develop a
proposal outline before they leaye the campus. If they agree on the

outline, a proposal can be quickly written, submitted, reviewed,
and approved. Other administrators prefer the consultant to
develop a draft proposal so any major misunderstandings can be

aired before the proposal arrives in final form. If_a proposal is
inadequate or inappropriate, the administrator must decide

whether to invest in another round of discussions, or whether to

look for another consultant. \\
Most importantly, the proposal should define the problems to

be addressed, how and when they will be addressed, the role he
consultant will play, which reports and products will eventually e

' produced, and how much the completed project will cost. Issues

addressed in the written proposal can later form the-basis of a
contractual agreement as discussed in chapter 3.

Stage Three: Working

_f;

Although project work begins the moment a consultant is con- I "
tacted, administrators should not expect consultants to begin
ViVo-rkccatliried in the contradt,untilth1s legal-docUrneftriS signed."
The third stage is usually the longest stage, and the one most ,

people associate with consulting. Administrators must realize that:

Stage Three' activities cannot be:accomplished:until Stages One ;,!

and Two have been concluded. As the ,Saying goeZ "A problem' '

well defined is a problem half solved." The importance of taking
the necessary time to define the real problem and choose the right

consultant cannot be overemphasized.
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The tasks consultants perform during the Working Stage +

include the following:

1. Information Gathering: Information may be gathered first-
hprid, from people by means of interviews or surveys, or

secondhand, from extant reports, memoranda, or other
documents. Sometimes all the information required can he
gathered from sources within the institution; other times, it

is necessary to use external sources and people. Depending

on where the information is located, the consultant may
spend a considerable amot-MiTof-time on, campus or off

campus.
2. Information Analysis: Verification, manipulation,

analysis of information often takes place away from campus.

A-consultant needs to think about what he has found in the

same way a detective thinks about clues and information,

bringing a blend of expertise, experience, and special skills to

his analysis of information. A good consultant will not have

pat answersto problems norwill he propose a solutiOri simply

because it worked at another institution. He will not be
satisfied uritil he has developed a solution that is particularly

appropriate for the specific institution.
3. Presentation of Analyses: After the consultant has sufficient-

ly analyzed the information, he`should give the aPpropriate
people on Campus an opportunity to review the analyses,

Provide alternative interpretations, and discuss the Out;
Comes of these various interpretations. Administratcirs
should be.wary of` consultants who P re reluctant to discUss

their analYseS with faculty and staff, or who prefer to deliver
"sui'Prise packages" at the end of the consulting project.

4. Developm-ent-- of -Reports; Processes,= or Outcomes: After
discussion of the data analyses, a final repo,t is generally

written- that, describes the problem, the project history, the

methods used to gather and analyze infori'nation and/or data,'o
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alternative ways of solving the problem, the consultant's
recommendation, and the cost of that fecommendation...
The administrator may want to ask the consultant to submit
drafts of interim or final reports so° ambiguities
disagreements can be worked out prior to the final report. If
time is short, however, the administrator may simply ask the
consultant to call him and review the report's major points
and recommendations before it is sent to him. Adminis-
trators generally need some time to think about how best to
implement the consultant's recommendation, and about the
development of a strategy for disseminating the consultant's
report and recommendationsbefore the final report arrives
on their desks.

Stage Four: Completion

Project Completion is usually marked by some tangible product
or event such as the delivery of a final report, read- ing i fund-

. raising goal, purchasing-the recommendeci computer hardware or
Software, cleVeloping a position description and recruiting the new
person, or acceptance of a planning prOcess,Jf the ccnsulting
piciject has gone well,.all those associated.Withit will feels sense of
sa isfaqion at the project's terinination: They will agree that the
solutionoPerationally feasible and yitellectUally acceptable,,
that the iristitution has. -Jaeen 'Strengthened by the consul i
process, and that allcontractual7i*-quire ents were met.

Although the administrator and consultant
Jthe _consulting projeet informally throtighourthe project,

shoUld both take time to evalua e:the.Project at its conclusion.,
Thegvaluation prdces is discusse more thoroughly in Chapter,:5,

and an evaluation framework is rovided for administrators to

,
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Consulting Types

T! ,ere are many reasons why some consulting projects succeed

and others fail. By the end of this monograph, the administrator

:,hould have some uriderstsnding of which variables contribute to

the probability of success, which ones-he can control, and which

are governed by chance. One variable that he can control is the

choice of a consultant with an appropriate consulting mode.

There are many different modes of consulting, but all can be

placed on a continuum ranging from "standard" consulting to

"process" consuiting.2 _

Standard consulting has its roots in the management sciences; a

consultant applies his expertise to solve a specific problem. When. .

the liens knows exactly what the problem is, he will either want

the consultant to go ahead and solve the Problem, or else he will

want to be given a detailed set of alternative solutions, along with

a recommendation. In other cases, the client may expect the con-

sultant to define the problem prior to offering a solution. Either

way, the client will expect the "standard" consultant to assume full

responiibility fOr doing the work and defining a solutioh. The

client does not become involved until the time comes to imple-

ment a solution. -
_

Process consulting, on the other hand, has its roots in the

behavioral sciences. ProceSs- consultants tare , mainly concerned,

with working alongside_ those in the organization to develop,'
appropriate processes and proceddres. They are anxious to pass' on '-

their skills and values by helping managers learn ,to resolve con

flicts and solve their own Problems. Process consultants actively"

engage_the client from the project's beginning, and in so doing,

they expect to produce a demonstrable change in the client's

values and behaviorffigure 2).

2.- Schein 1969, views the "standard consultant" as being primarily con-

cerned with using his knowledge to solve the problem, and the 'process

consultant" as one who helps tile client better perceive, understand, and act'

upon process events that ocgr in the client's environment.



Operational
Emphases

Focus of.

Consulting Project

Goals of
Consulting Project

Role of Client

Distance Between
Consultant and
Client

Outcomes

FIGURE 2

Standard vs. Process Consulting

Standard
Directive ,..-

Mechanistic
Consultant-centered

Process
Non-Directive

ab Organistic
Client-centered

9 ai

Task: What is.the problem and tiOw
can it be solved Most efficiently?

Defined by c,.-,nsultant

Controlledby consultant

Great: colyultant emphasizes his
"expertise" aid "professionalism"

Immediate problem may be solved;
client derendent on consultant;
organizational processes may not be
strengthened nor capabilities developed

Process: How can the organization be
helped to define and solve its own problems?-

Defined by client

Jointly determineclby consultant and client

Little:, consultant interacts with and encourages
client to question him and undertake initiatives

Client strengthened; learns how to develop valid
and useful information, make informed choices,
and develop internal commitments/capabilities
necessary for solving problems

Source. Jana B. Matthews-Halbower, "Consulting at Colleges and Universities: An Analysis of the Process" (Ed. D.
dissertation, HarVarcl University, 1979), p. 30.

-

41'
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The most successful consulting projects in higher education ,

tend to include 'aspe,Ks of both standard and process consulting.
One reason that some aspects of process consulting are required is

that administrators in colleges and universities are usually trained

as researchrsand-icholarK-Most-of-them were-once-facalty

members, *ho, even now continue to work in _an academic set-

ting. Because of this, they tend to be reluctant to accept any advice

on face value, even if it comes from experts. Most of them want to

know why a particular recommendation is the most appropriate

for a given situation, and they look to consultants to be "master

teachers" as well as subject experts. in sum, they want to use the

consulting project as a learning process for themselves and others

in the institution. Unless they recognize this and structure the

project's goals accordingly, they are likely to have a vague feeling

of dissatisfaction about the overall,ptoject and its outcomes.

A second reason why consultants working in colleges and
universities often need to use process Mcills is related to the setting

in which the problems occur. Consultants are frequently expected

to achieve. consensus on very complex and politically 'sensitive

issues. Many administrators have found that consensus comes
easier through an outsider who can provide an objective analysis

of the issues. Such a consultant will need to understand how .to

use existing organizational structures and processes to achieve

consensus around the resolution of the problem. Even when a

consultant is engaged primarily ?or his technical expertise, process
skills will be required to get the necessary information. -

Because the choice of consultantsrelates directly to thz.:. problem,

some examples may help clarify the various circumstances that

require different types ofconsultants, with different expertise and

ff
)

When an institution decides to embark on a capital campaign; a
fund-raising consultant infrequently engaged for the'life of the

campaign. Before deciding to bring in a consultant, the adminis

trator should think abOut whether it will be more cost-effeetiive to

add staff to the developmentoffice than to invest in a short-term,
expensive commodity such as a fund-raising consultant. After

CI
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considering,the trade-offs, he may decide that bringing in.a con
sultant is worthwhile for three reasons. First, it is usually too
expensive to hire a fiill-time professional with capital-campaign
organizati6n and management skills. Second, once the campaign.

prol4ahly-not need sotneorrith chosINkills. And-
third, it the consultant can provide ad hoc training to the develop,
ment staff and can transfer some of his skills and knowledge to
thein, they will be much more effective during follow-up phases as

4 well as in future campaigns.
An administrator at another institution may face a different set

of problems. Enrollment,is declining and there areiconflicting
explanations.' The admissions staff reports that the 'enrollment
decline is due to inadequate student services and poor dormitory
living conditions. The student-services people indicate that faculty
indifference is the problem. Faculty, on the other hand, complain

jk

about the failure of marketing and recruitment strategies to
attract quality students. While the administrator realizes that
these fadors and othersindividually or collectivelymay be
causing the dedine, he wants a plan of action to reverse the trend.
Although he might try to organize an internal task force to deal
with the problem, such a group might not be very effective if the
various parties end up blaming each other. An alternative is to
bring in a consultant to sort through these possible causes and to
make appropriate recommendations.

In a thirEl situation, an administrator may want to engage in
strategic planning, but he is uncertain how best to involve faculty,'
students,administrators, and board members. He does not know
which information should be provided, whether to incorporate
program review into the process, and how to link the planning

U -consultant can -helpbl s4
develop a planning systern.thatis sensitive to people concerns,
process issues, azid data rieeds. *Moreover, the consultafit who
develops such a Arming system must be acceptable to the faculty,
as well asto the academic, budgeting, and planning officers of the
institution and the board.
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Consultini Role's

Figure 3 displays icontinuurn of roles that consultants assume, ,

varying from "standard" to ?process ", consulting. The intent of is
the figure is to illustrate a progression from standard' consulting
(which is more., directive and more consultant-centered) to process
consulting (which is less directive and far more client-centered). In
the examples above, the fund-raising consultant could be cate-
gorized as an expert. He has a clear notion of how to carry out the
fund-raising campaign, and once he has diagnosed, the specific
funding needs, he will organize the campaign and become an

tiadvocate.
He may also serve as a teacher-trainer of the staff, but

most of the roles he assumes will be on the left side of the
continuum. This is not surprising, since the administrator was
specifically looking for someone with fund-raising knowledge and
experience that no one at the institution had.

The consultant called in to look at the enrollment decline will
probably assume mote of the roles described in the center of the

s continuum. He will spend some of his time functioning as fdct
.finder/analy.st and doctor, diagnosing the problem. But if some
peOple do not want to accept responsibility for the enrollment
decliiie, he may have to be confrontational. He will probably also

serve as a catalyst in trying to get the various parties to begin
working together on joint problem solving so they can develop an
effective strategy for managing enrollMents.

The consultant called in tddesign thestrategic-planning process ,

will function-more as ''a process consultant and 'will help the
administrator develop a planning system that modifies and incor-

porates existing organizational processes. He is likely to be more/
catalytic and accepting than the other two consultants because the
project in which he ,is involved requires him to play .that role.

In these three examples, the first situation requires someone to
function primarily as a standard consultant, the second requires,
the person to function as both a standard and a process consul-

tant, and the third requires someone to fiinction primarily as a
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process consultant. A successful consultant, however, will be able
to play as many roles during the course of the project as the
different situations or stages of the project require. The admin-
istrator must decide whether the problem the consultant is to
address will require the roles associated primarily with the stan-

-dard consultant, the process consultant, or some combination of
both.



CHAPTER 2

How to Find the
Right Consultant

Finding a good cbnsultan_t_._is_not_easy._Highereducation-
consurtants do not generally belong to national consulting

organizations nor are there credentials, licenses, or regulations

that govern their activities. Thisznakes it difficult to find appro-
priateetconsultants, or to judge their expertise, worth, and value

before ybu engage them. ,

Lising an RFP

If the problem is well defined, the most frequent practice is to

.wriie a Request- for. Proposal (RFP) that can be sent to independent
(.43`nstiltants-and consulting firms. Or-another possibility is simply

to advertise the availability of the RFP.
When an institution develops an- RFP, it serves two, purposes.

First; it forces the institution to come togrips with the problem by

putting time; money, and resources on the line: Sec the
firms-andindivizitTat-Who respon must, of necessity, demonstr to

their,sincere interest in-working with the institution. Respon nts
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largely spend their on time and money thinking through the
problem and writing the proposal.

On the other hand; the RFP procedure has some noted dis-
advantages. Because the RFP represents a very rigid procedure, it

is not useful in those instances where the problem lacks proper
definition. Administrators generally have some control over who
receives the RFP; they have little control over who responds to it.
According to most bidding procedures, if an administrator pro-
vides information to one individual, he must make it available to

' all Moreover, once he receives the various proposals, an adminis-
trator may find it almost impossible to determine whether the
respondents are truly capable of doing the work. Particularly in
the case of consulting firms, the resumes may look good and the
firm's references may be excellent, but such documents often do
not specify whether the project team members have worked on
similar projects. In addition, administrators may find it difficult to

develop the criteria and weighting scheme 16-rEhe selection of a
winning proposal. For these and other reasons, the RFP may not
prove to be the best procedure for finding a consultant. If it is used,
the RFP must include sufficient information to enable a con-
sultant to write a proposal that is responsive.

Finding a Consultant on Your Own

If the administrator decides to find p consultant on his own,he
will:most likely contact colleagues at other institutions, describe
the situation, and ask them for recommendations.This person-to-

person approach is useful provided the administrator can describe
the problem sufficiently so others can truly understand his needs,

and if his friends and gues-ar-e-willing-to-rel-are their exper-

iences onestly. Administrators may be tempted to conceal their

true feelings or experiences if their consulting turned our
to be a waste of money or produced un-favorable results.

24
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A second popular method is to contact someone who has given' ,

a speech, made a presentation, or taught a course on a topic

closely related to the problem. While the administrator might not

have any way of knowing how the consultant actually performs, he ,

should ,have some sense of the consultant's conceptual approach

as well as his ability to communicate to an audience: Admittedly,

that is not as good as firsthand experience with the person in the
role of consultant, but it is better than no experience at all, A
related option ,is to contact the author of an article or book the
administrator` has read whose topic bears directly on the issues at

hand. If the author's approach to the problern;sOunds reasonable,"
the administrator may want to explore it further through corre-
spondence and interviews. In both these cases, theadministrator
will want to ascertain Whether the person has ever consulted, and

if so, he will want to contact former clients to discuss the person's

performance as a consultant.
Sometimes the executive staff athigher-education organizations

can be asked for the names of appropriate consultants. When

asked, they usually will recommend members of the organization

who have consulted. One organizetion maintains a roster of
consultants from 'which staff make recommendations. Another'
organization provides consulting assistance, under contract, to
colleges and universities.

Contacting a Consulting FirM

A final alternative_is to contact one of the nationally, known

firms that provide consulting services. The staff at these large firms

ay not alyays have extensive consulting experience withhigher-

ducaficm-institutionsibutrhey-are-likely-to-havi-consulted_with__
v\ rious nonprofit organizations.

A senior member of the firm usually assumes the taskof coordii. -

ting the proposal writing and may later serve as-pioject director.

3
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Although other team members will do project work at the ( an-
pany offices, as far as the administrator is concerned, one person
usually functions in the role of consultant. It is important to
understand that the consulting contract is with the company, not
the individual. In other words, the consulting firm, not the
administrator, will choose the project director as well as the people
to serve on the team. In some circumstances, this 't an be a draw-
back; in others, it is an advantage. If sensitive political issues are at
stake, the administrator may wanCto contract with a firm rather
than an individual consultant, to avoid the implication that the
administrator may have hand-picked the consultant for ulterior
motives.

A consultant's professional reputation depends on his ability to
deliver high quality consulting services, on time and within
budget. If an adrninistrator_finds that either-the-consultantor-the---.7.-
services he provides are not satisfactory, he should say so. He may
have more leverage, however, if he has hired a' consulting firm
rather than an individual, because the firm can bring additional
resources to bear on the problem or the project director can be
replaced.

To summarize, several alternatives are available for finding
consultants. If the administrator knows preCisely, What his'

0

-problem is, he can seek consultants through an RFP process, or he
can ask colleagues and peers at other institutions to recommend
consultants with whom they have worked. These alternatives
assume: (1) that the,administrator -can provide sufficient details
about the problem,and its context so. that those responding to the
RFP or providing a recommendation can adequately destribe the
consultant's qualifications; and (2) that the administrator and
consultant will have the same set of expectations concerning con
sultant perfOrmance. If the administrator wants a consultant_who
will provide answers to his questions so he can formulate his own
solution but his colleagues want a consultant to present ready-
made answers, a mismatch is bound to result.
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On the other hand, if an administrator wishes to, he can launch

his own consultant search, relyingon'personal judgment, intuition,

or firsthand experience with people he has met at conferences or

seminars. If he relies on this recoUrse, he will want to corroborate

his judgment with others who have used the person as a con-
sultant, A third alternative is to contact a consulting firm or an

torganization t h a specializes in consulting services,

Meeting Face-to-Face

Once an administrator has determined the type of consultant
he wants, he will have to select the right consultant. Those iden-
tified through one or more of the processes outlined above can be

considered as possibilities, but more information needs to be
gathered before a final decision can be made.

If at all 'possible,_administrators should meet face-to-face with
prospective consultant's, If an RFP has been developed, and the
project is of sufficient financial magnitude, a bidders' conference

can be held on campus within a few'weeks after the RFP is released.

Many large consulting firms cover travel expenses and a day of
fact-finding at the institution. Few individuals or representatives

of. higher-education associations are able to afford the time and
travel without reimbursement; because they do not set, aside any
business-development funds, however, their consulting rates may

be considerably lower. If an administrator invites consultants who

are not connected with a large consulting firm, he shOuld be

prepared to pay travel and consulting costs.
Consultant visits may in fact be considered indispensable in

determining whether a good "fit" exists between the consultant,
the-institutionrand-the-problemT0n-ce-a-consultanragrees w a

campus visit, his competence can be observed in several ways:
through the types of questions the consultant asks and the corn -

ments he :rakes, the materials he wants to review, the list ofpeople
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hi: wants to interview while on campus, the way he sOggests that
his time be scheduled, and the contractual issues he discusses,

If the administrator has thoroughly defined the problem and
the consultant has sufficiently indicated his, competency, to, deal

with it, there is a high probability that the project will go well,

Before signing a contract,., however, the administrator should
insist that the consultant develop a detailed work proposal and
activity chart.

In one sense this proposal may be considered a draft of the con-

tract. It should contain a description of the problem and schedule
of tasks (see figure 4 on page 30), some indication of who will be
working on the project (along with their qualifications), and a cost
estimate. While proposals need not be organized as follows, these

four_issUes ought to be addressed,. --------- ,

1. Demonstration of the consultant's understanding of the con-

textual issues and the immediate 'problem confronting ,the
client. This is often developed in an Introduction" or
"Background" section of the proposal.

2. Specification of what will be done by whom, when, how, and
within what time frame. The client and the parties-at-interest
need to be identified and the reportingrelationships should
be detailed. This section of the proposal is often called "Tasks

and Activities."
3. Description of interim or final reports, changes in individual

or group behavior, and the processes and procedures that will
be developed to attain the desired goals. This section of the
proposal may be labeled "Project Outcomes or Products."

4. Estimation of the time a consultant will spend on a project,
the fixed and variable expenses that are likely to be Incurred,
the total costal the consulti'g arrangement being proposed,
and the suggested method of payment. This section of a pro-

posal may be labeled "Costs and Payments."
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A funy detailed proposal offers the client and consultant further
opportunity to test their respective perceptions and impressions..

When the administrator finds the proposal satisfactory, he and

the consultant will be ready to sign a contract and begin work,.
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Sample Project Activity Chart

Project: Assessment of the Needs of Industry in Paris

TASKS

WEEK ,

10

1, De;elop detailed work plan

2, Assess needs of industry

deter'mine sample of industries

b. gather information about
companies in sample

c, set up appointments

d. develop interview guides ,

35



e. send guides to Inferviewees
.

111

f. conduct IntervIew,i

I, Individual **
II, group ,

, ** *

g, write up IntervI6i,s

h, send questlOnnalres to
companies I

I. follow'up data c011ectiori

1 Prepare preliminary report II

4. Roliety preliminary iepOrt
*

5. Prepare final report.
.

0, .Send final ,
,

* = visit ,by member of project team
= task completed



CHAPTER 3 ,

Costs, Contracts,
and Clauses

Oagree on a modus operandi, need to determine how
the problem~ is defined and the client, and consultant

much the project will cost and what type of contract will best suit
}

the particular project.
Administrators often have more experience in dealing with

t:onsultants and projects than in working out the contractual
arrangements that are part and parcel of consulting projects. Most
administrators' concerns focus on costing out the consultant's,.
services and the consulting project; the type of contract that

,,y

should be written, given the specific piTthlem_to_be-acidressedrand,
the,-contnttc-lauses that should be included.' This chapter'
addresses these critical issues.

Costs

Pricing consulting services is fat more difficult, than pricing

products, When buying an automobile, for example, the customer

knows that the price includes materials, labor, prOduction costs,
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dealer and transportation charges, and so forth, While we may
believe that the final price tog is too high, went least. recognize the
factors and components that go ,Into the final product,

DeterMining either the materials or the labor Costs for con-
suiting services is much less precise. No one cnn accurately predict
hOW much time or energy a particular project will require or what
the final bill may be. Institutions typically deal with this uncer-
tninty in three different ways, depending on their assets and their
confidence in the consultant,

The first approach is,that of the client who wants to get the Job
done .but ,is,unwilling or unable to pay for It. Altriost every con-
sultnnt has received a call from an administrator saying that his
institution has a major problem but.V.e..ry little money. The admin

istrator then asks if the consultant will be kind enough to solve the

problem for little or no remuneration.
The second approach Is exemplified by an organization that

simply announces the top rate that it Is willing to pay. This insti
tution might simply announce its top rate or else specify' in the
RFP the amount of money available for the particular consulting

service,
The third and most frequent procedure is to ask the consultant,

once he understands the problem, how much the project Is likely
to cost. Project costs, usually consist of a combination of profes-
sional services, materials, overhead, and travel expenses._While-the.------
latter-threcarelattelTie -e)qlmory, charges for professional
services often require further explanation. BasiCally there are
three ways to figure a person's consulting rate: salary percentage,

cost fee, and market
Tor example; Dr. Brown, an independent consultant, is likely to

establish a consulting rate based on a percentage of his yearly
salary. If his annual income including 'benefits, amounts ,to
$.40,000, he will divide this figure by 220 work days, the fig re
determined when sick leave; weekends, vacation; and holidays 14
subtracted froin the calendar year. His base consulting fee Wo Id-:
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then be $182 pet Jay. To this, he might add another $18 to round

up the figure to a $200 perdny consulting rate.
An alternative to the salary percentage system Is the total cost

fee. With this method, the amount charged combines salary,
benefits, secretarial costs, overhead, materials, and miscellaneous

expenses. To account for the added expensei, the quoted Tee may
be anywhere from two to four times the con'sultant's actual salary.

It does not, however, include reimbursable travel expenses.
The third approach, for fee determination is based on the going

market vitlue. When a consultant's expertise and knoWledge is in

high demand, he will be able to charge as much as the client Ili
willing to: pay. Individuals who charge $600 to $1,000 per day
know that client institutions will pay preinium prices for what arc
considered to be premium services.

'Consulting firms, of course, are known to charge high fees. A
primary reason for this js that they include a substantial 'amount,
for overhead. These firms typically include charges ranging from.

100 to 350 percent of direct salary costs tocover both management
expenses and the Costs of a skilled support group. These overhead

charges often.correlate direct! the size of the consulting firm. Ip

other words, 'smaller firm apt to have smaller overheads; but
the bigger firms are ely to have comparably larger _

tra tive-budgm:

Contracts

In the long run, most administrators find that an individual's
consulting fee is less important than the total, cost of the service.
Experienced clients know how to pick the. apKopriate, type of

.contract for the job that must,be done. Figure 5 indicates various

contract types.
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Pro Ilonum

Set Rate/Cost

Fixed Price

01MninlIn.inn,

Main 3

Types of Contract!'

Consultant doe's not charge client for consulting services; expenses*are usually reimburged

Client anribunces maximum rate for consultants and/or dollar limit for,project

Client and consultant negotiate a price to do the project; price covers all consulting services

and project expenses
n

Cost Plus Pixed Pee Client reimburses consultant for the actual cOst'of time, materials, and expensei incurred in

connection with the project, plus a fee (x% of the project) to manage the project

Time and Materials, Client pays for the consultant's time, at n predetermined rate, and any materials (at cosi)

used in connection with completing the project
..

,

Pee Plus Expenses

Retainer.

Client agrees to pay consultan(s preestablished consulting fee, ant to reimburse the

consultant for all expenses Incurred in connection priijea

Consultant agrees to be.avallable for some number of days within a specific time period; .

client tI a consultimt for those days, whether or not the consultant works for the

client,.

40
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Fixed Price Contract °

A fixed price contract is exactly 'what the name implies.°With .

this type of contract the consultant agrees to do a particular task
'Within a particular time frame for.a set sum of Money. If $10,000 is

agteed upon, that figure will include the consultingfeertratifel,-and
all reimbursable_eXpenses. If circumstances permit the consultant
to do the jobfor less'than the fixed price; he will beable to keep the
difference. On, the othep hand, if he underestin-iates the .,Work re-
quired, he will be obligated to conipleteffie job at nq extratharge.
(In some cases the administrator may recognize that the consul-
,tant should be paid more money to.CorriPlete ti-ie.Work: He may
feel ah ethical obligation torenegotiate the contract and the price,
even though fie.is tinder:no' legarreqUirernent to do so.):

Client Organizations often Prefer a fixed price contract because
, boundaries are set in terms of deliverable's,. time frames, and pride.

ConsUltants have a built-in inCentiV.etO,;provie their services as
economically and efficiently as possible:

Cost Plus'Fixed Fee

In the fixed price contract, the consultant agrees to perform the
work for a set price. In a cost plus .fiZed fee contract, the client °1'
agrees to pay_ the consultant whatever: it costs to do' the job
(usually up to sornelimit), plus an-additional 5-10 percent
ment fee.'. Such a contract is often negotiated for ,research an:1
development projects, when the researcher can only.estimate t e
cost of-completing the project.

Cost plus Ued fee contracts might be used in higher education
When-an outside agencY is brought in to deSign a computer1based
inrormation gystem, a type of research and ,development project..
The time required to complete such' a,prcijeCt 4-depend n such
variables as the data currently being collected; the numb r of staff
the client makes available to work with the consultant, the specifiC ;
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computer and/or computer configuration, the numbers and level

of current systems, and whether or not those responsible for the

project agree on what must be done. It is difficult/for a consultant

to predict what such a project will cost before he knows more

about these variables.
An administrator will want the consultant to provide his best

estimate of what it will cost tondo the work, and should try to hold

the consultant to his estimate. Although a cost plus contract will

specify that the consultant will be paid for all allowable costs, the 1.

Administrator might want to establish an upper limit or "cap" to

keep the costs from escalating out of control. Whenithat limit is

reached, the administrator and consultant will have to decide

whether to modify and extend-the current contract, negotiate a

new contract, or end. the consultant's involvernent in the project

(regardless of whether or not the project is finished)...

As one might imagine, a time'and materials contract means.that

the client will pay the consultant for his time and all materials used

in conjunction with the project. Consultants are paid according

to an established rate, which, .depending on the circumstances,

may be hourly or daily. Materials are defined to be such items

as secretarial expenses, computer rime, paper and printing, and

so on.
Administratori may find this type of contractuseful under three

conditions: first, when they have had considerable experience
with the type of services they are asking the consultant to provide

and know how much time the particular task will take; second,

when they have a high degree ofconfidence in the consultant and

trust his judgment; and third, when they are in a \pOsition to

exercise tight,controls over the tonsultant'sperTormance.
This contract, like the cost plus fixed, fee contract, may be a

problem if the project takes-longer to complete than anticipated,
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and if the cost of the project exceeds the estimate. Specifying
a"cap" in the contract may alleviate this problem. Exercising close
control over the project will also be important if costs are to be
contained. If this can be done; a time and materials contract is
probably the most economical contract that c-an be written. The
administrator is able to obtain the services he requires fOr less

money that he would have to pay under a fixed price contract,
and he can have the flexibility of a cost plus fixed fee contract
without having to pay, the management fee.°

Consulting Fee Plus Reimburseable Expenses

A fourth type of contract is the fee plus reimbursable expenses.
In this situation, the consultant quotes a daily consulting rate.that

usually falls somewhere between1$500 and $1,000 to cover a pro-

portion Of s'alary, benefits, secretarial expenses, 'overhead, and so
forth. In addition, the client agrees to reimbUrse the consultant for

any travel and out-of-pocket expenses incurred in connection
with the project.,

Under this type of contract, the consultant agrees to complete .

the worksimply

submits invoices for the days worked at the agreed upon
within` a specified number of days. Consultant then

consulting rate, plus copies of receipts for direct expenditures
incurred in connection with\the project.

This contract mode is particularly useful in cases where an insti-

tution wants to make selective use of a c-onsultant at strategic
points in the project. The major disadvant.age, however, is that

the consultant has little incentive to keep project costs at a
minimum: A contract that specifies maximum contract costs, the
products or outcomes to be achieved, the time frame within which

the work will be completed, and the maximum number of days to

be charged will ameliorate this problem.
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A fifth type of contract is written when the client wants to retain
the consultant for a specific number of days within a prescribed
time period. The consultant promises to make a certain number of
days available, and the client agrees to pay the consultant an
agreed-upon rate for all those days,"regardless of whether or not
the consultant actually provides consulting services.

By understanding the contract options, administrators can
enhance the productivity of their consultants. In =each

instance thei,should choose a contract that most closely meets the
requirements of their own particular Consulting situation. In no
way should they feet limited to one particular contract type. For
example, it yrtayipe appropriate to bring in a consultant under a
daily rate plus reimbursable expenses contract. Then-, once a par-
ticular problem is well defined, the client may choose a fixed price
contract for completing the actual tasks. in another circumstance,
a time and materials contract may be the best choice.

NContraCt ClaUSes

To'develop a sound relationship between, onsultant and client,
certain key issues must be addressed in every contract. Even in '"

cases4here the consultant is engaged to do a very' limited task, a

contract for cervices needs to be written. Such a \clocurnent will
prove itself to be well worth the effort if unforesee obstacles or

difficulti'e's'. arise.
Listed,below are a few of the issues that should form separate

Contract clauses.

1. The Scope of Work. The contract should summarize the actual
services to be performed, including the precise mann in
which the consultant expects to address' the problem.
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initial proposal often serves as an attachment to the work

scope,
2. The Time Frame. A consultant should specify the date on

which the project will htTin and end, as well as the dates for

completing various. interim *asks. The - consultant may also

include a Time/Activity Chart or Work Plan (see figure 4 on

page 30).
3. The Billing and Payment St hedule. Dates for submitting bills,

as well as the schedule of payments, should be specified in the

contract.
4: Confidentiality of Information. If certain information collected

during the course of study is to be kept confidential, the con-

tract should state this.clearry. The consultant must agree not

to divulge information ,sources to, anyone nor disclose to
people outside the, institution or agencY any information that

may be considered.confidential. The client must agree not to

ask the consultant to divUlge confidential information.
5. Canceling a Contract: Because contracts sometimes need to be

canceled, one clauSe shOuld stipulate the circumstances under
,

mihich,this might:occur and the'.process to be used. Clients ,v;

always have the right- to terminate contracts with COn-
sultants, provided, they; can give due cause and reasonable
notice. Consultants, On the other hand, can cancel Contracts

if their clients do not provide; the informatiOn the_ y need to

carry out the specified taSks,.. if their bills are not paid, or if

clients, in some other way do not Meet', their commitments.

When a contract is canceled midway thlough a project, the

consultant may be 'caught in the middle of data collection or

report writinkThe question then arises pbout what should

be, done- with these -dociiMents.'ASsuming that the consUl-

tant has promised confidentiality to his sources, he cannot
simply turn over all his interview material. Accordingly, the
contract, should inClude a provision for the fair disposition of
this information to the proper sources.,

Ty
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6.'Consultant Independence. The contract nee& to state dearly:

that consultants can be advised about partitUlar issues that
ought to be addressed, but actual selection of the means,
manner, and individuals who will address the topic are up to
the consultant. This type of provision lends assurance that
project results will not be unfavorably prejudiced or other-
wise colored by the client's own opinions.

If a -consultant were to follow the client's recommenda-
tions, and even if the project turned out well, the project and
probably the client would lose external credibility. On the
other hand, if the tonsulta,nt follows such advice and the
project turns out poorly, the client will not only be worse off
than before, but no one will know where to lay the blaMe.

,Because the client is paying for the consultant's advice 'and
knowledge,lt is.best to give the consultant the autonomy he
needs to perforin his work in a professional manner.

7. Limits of Liability. The'contract should clearly state the con-
sultant's liability. While the consultant may make recOm-
mendatiOns, the administrator, acting on behalf of ',the
institution; must make a, judgrrient about Whethei'- i6accePt,-,

reject, or implement the consultant's recornmendations
An: administrator contracts with a consultant kir services,

for advite and counsel. Once the consultant has finished his
Work and has Produced a report and recommendations; the
administrator Must then decide whether of not to act upon
the consultant's recorrimendationiIf the adminitraiOr has
some doubt about the validity, .reliability, or appropria eness
of those recommendations, he may want to study, the Pibb=,

lem some more He'may also find that, for reasons beYona\his
control, he cannot act immediately on the consulta t's
recommendations.

It is important to remember that a consultant's recommen;
dations' are time boUnd; they' are usually based on what ig

appropriate at that point in time The longer the time lag,,
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between the receipt of recommendations and their
mentation, the less likely ihe recommendations are to, be
appropriate. For example, the computer configuratiOn that a

consultant might have recommended in 1981 would be out-

dated in 1983, given the changes in technology. A planning

process designed before the faculty voted to unionize might
not be appropriate afterwards. A fund raising strategy
designed around a veteran president is not likely to be suit-

able for a brand new president:
To summarize, there may be good reasons why the admin-

istrator does not implement the consultant's recommenda-
tions immediately. However, the longer he waits to do so, the

greater the likelihood that the recommendations will need to
be modified to reflect changed conditions, and the less the
consultant can be held liable for his recommendations. If the

institution for some reason does bring suitagainst the consul-

tant, the damages that can be; recovered are usually limited to

the actual cost of the consulting project.

Once the Coritiact: Is. Signed
., ,t

..

In essence, ,a contract is simply a reflection of shaied :under-
,

',. standing regarding the scope and Methods of work. Sometimes,

however, no matter how carefully the client and consultant Work ,'

`, through the isSueS in each stage. of the , consulting' prOjeCt;-

pioblems arise' after the contract signed. Then, the' indiv- idiials

who sign on the dotted line are held respbnsible. In such cases, the

client and consultant must acknowledge that problems do exist
and that resolution of the difficUlty may 'require a change in the
work scope, time frame, or project 'outcomes. All contract altera-:

tions need to be specified in writing,dulYsigned, and attached to

othe contract document. -

"- Occasionally, the consultant and .client may wish to make.
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inor adjustments to the work schedule. ..If this doeS not affect the
overall. time frame of project budget, these adjustments can, be
accommodated within the original contract. For eXample,'Upon
one occasion, a consulting team was slated to spend four days'
interviewing executives in a particular city. After finding that only

a few executives weregoing'to be in town that week, the schedule
was modified to include three days of interviews in one week plus
an additional lay,the next. If the consulting team had been asked
to come back two weeks later, howevr, for four additional days of
interviewing, that would have had an impact on the work scope,
the time frame, and the bldget. A change of that type would have
necessarily required a contract addendum and, possibly, addi

tional funds.
Well-designed contracts benefit both client's and consultants by

laying firm project foundations. Such contracts can serve as
restraints, protective buffers, or documents that sets the ground-
work for the basic terms and conditions of the consulting process.
Whatever the case, the time of contract negotiation is the'best
time to air differences and resolve misunderstandings. If the con-

.
itract is thoughtfully prepared, it can serve as a test of sincerity and

a useful guidepost for consultants and clients alike.
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y the time the client and consultant have signed the

contract, they should clearly understand what is legally re-'

4utted. Howeet, the project's success will depend on more than

Written commitments: a large extent, it will depend on Whether ,

the client and ConSultant., are psychOloiically committed tO'tfie

project's success, and whether the client fulfills a set of important,

bUt often unstated, responsibilities. Before discussing these

responsibilities, we will take. a look at the organizational Setting

within whih the consulting .projeCts

Political Realities

','Becadie consulting projects are carried out within the context o

<,
ongoing life of the institution, administrators must" be candid

abOut campus politicsi they must advise consultants about, the

groups or individuals who are likely, to try to influenCe the project!, 2,

Power struggles within highbr-education institutions are per-

vasive and teal. 'Accordingly, administrators should alWay. S' be
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prepared for political activity, especially when consulting projects
involve budgeting or planning. Resource allocation' and instituL
tional planning are issues that affect everyone at the institution:

Higher-education literature offers two conceptually different,.
descriptions of institutional politics. Baldridge (1971) argues that
deciiioninaking in higher education involves many parties who
participate- and attempt to control, or at least influence; the
process. March (1974) argues that decisionmaking is unpredict-
able, occurring only when deadlines force it In many ways, it is
uncontrollable. Figure 6 summarizes the characteristics of these
two views.

According to Baldridge (1971),rthe process of problem resolution
at colleges and universities does not follow the lOgical approach of
rational decis',oninaking whereone small group of-like-minded
individuals tries to optimize the achievement of organizational
goals. 'Instead, the POlitical process involVes-. three groUps, of
"actors." The authorities (administrators) are organized in a fornial
structure; they are interested in achieving goals, implementing
decisions; and gaining control through their work in the orgahiza
tion. The partisans i(cliques or "associational interest groups" of';',
faculty, staff, or snidents) are, interested in influencing decisions in
their favor. The apctthetics (faculty, staff, orstudents) are those who
are either not interested or else indifferent to issues and organiza;
tional piocesses.

The authorities and partiSans try to control each other by using
four power bases: bureaucratic resources, expertise '(including

,

piofessional influence), coercive tactics, and personal' infliience:
Authorities often justify their actions as being legitimate functiOnS:::
and responsibilitieS associated with their institutional roles: They%
May employ sanctions, control decisionmaking participation, and
even limit channels of communication. Partisans, on the other
hand, trade heavily on their expertise, as well as their professional
and personal influence.
, Insummary, Baldridge (1971) portrays institutions as consisting

of multiple interest groups with heterogeneous goals and 'values:,



FIGURE 6
' ' Ip

Two Desciiptions of HigherEducation Institutions

Characteristics "Political Parties" "Organized Anarchy" ,

Organizational goals Heterogeneous

Organizational ,Well understood; individual or groups with the

processes most power control the processes

Participation in By two major groups: authorities and partisans
organizational (who may subdivide into cliques or
decisionmaking associational interest groups)

Loyalty of To cliques or interest groups
organization member

Outcomes of "kesultants"; choices and goals are negotiated;
decisionmaking most decisions are either the preferred

alternative of the most powerful group on
compromises between-powerful groups

Distribution of power Among political groups; winnergljuild and
attempt to maintain power bases

Ambiguois

Poorly understood; processes occur by trial
and error, limitations of others, accidents

No way, to know which individual or group
will participate regarding any issue or .

decision

To self

Goals are discovered after choices are made,
most decisions occur because someone
persists, or because deadlines must be met

Diffuse; .those who persist may get their
way; but with no organizational memory or
learning, power does not accrueto one
person or group

Jana B. Matthews-Halbower, "Consulting at Colleges and Universities:An Analysis of the Process" (Ed. D. dissertation,

Harvard University, 1979), p; 43.
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Power plays and power strategies rely on the use of power bases.
\Decisions, when they are reached,, are likely ,to be the preferred ,
alternative of the person or group who has the most poWer, orWho

has used power most skillfully. DecisiOns may also be compromises

between the .major parties-at-interest.
Mareh (1974), on the other hand, suggests that colleges 'and

universities are actually "organized anarchies" rather than
organized political systems. He suggests that ofganizational goals

are ambiguous and ill defined. Preferences are discovered in retro-
spect after decisions are made. Parricdrition in these processes is
unpredictable. As March explains, substance of an issue tends
to have less bearing on decisionmaking participation than an indi-
vidual's need for self-esteem and status affirmation. The hetero-
geneous collection of participantii n the decision process results in

a variety of problems and Solutions, only some of which are
related to 'the actual issue. ' -

While these charactetizations may be overdrawn, many admin-
istratotSfind them useful for understanding political behavior and
activities within 'their institutions or .administrative units. If the--
administrator is working in an institution that behaves.- like
13alcIridge'S political system; he mays be able to predict which
groups will becoMe politically active with respect to a certain issUe.
Certain grOups are likely to, perceive the consultant as addi-

,

tionalparty-at-intereSt with values and goals that may differ from
theirs: Members of the authority group, for example; may perceive
the Presence of a coniultant as in administrator's attempt to wrest
power from them.

It is quite common for authorities or pattisans to try to influence

or cOntrol prOjects. Several strategies -are employed. First,
may try to redefine the.prOblem by suggeiting another set of tasks
forthe consultant or by trying tb Substitute another issue for ihe
foeUSOf the consulting project : Second;'they-areiikely to express
disapproval of thee consultant's rnethodelogir, suggesting One'that
they "chink is more sUitable, and thereby reorienting the projeces1

directiOn. Third, they,may, try to control project participation and
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information sources. Fourth, they may try to influence the consul-, ,
tant's perception of thesituation, as well as his recommendations.
Fifth, they will certainly try to exert some influence over -the
dissemination of the consultant's report's and the implement'ation`

of his recorrimendations.
It is'even possible 'that the consultant and the project willbe

,swept up in a larger political contest among the authbrities and
partisans seeking increased power. When this, happens, the
Consultant and project may become political pawns rather than

- effective instruments for improving the institution'soperations or

processes.
If an administrator is working in an institution that behaves

more like an organized anarchy, however, he will findit difficult to
achieve consensus regarding the definition of problems, decisions,
and commitment to a" course of action: While people may not
systeMatically oppose the consulting project, they may not be very
supportive eithet The most successful constiltidg projects tend to

be thOse with a: limited facus, involving:a feu; people in' a self-
.

contained unit.
Regardless of how the institution behaves as a political organiza- ,

tion; virtually every consulting,project will require some change in

the .vvay people do 'their jobs. They may be asked to alter their
normal patterns and relationships or to approach their usual taski

in new ways. Sortie wilt be flexible enough' to experiment with
changes and not feel threatened. Others will object, become
recalcitrant; and may even oppose the project's goalS.-The admin

iStratOr has a whole set of responsibilities; and one of them
explain the rationale and the goalS of the'project to those who Are

likely tdbe Most affected by it While, not ever:ydne May, be enthu

siastic, most, people are willing to cooperate in the' development Of

solutiohs to difficult problemS.
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Unsuccessful consulting projects often result when adminis-

' trators fail to understan the need, to demonstrate strong project

Jana B. Matthews

Project Responsibilities

commitment. In some cases, the main problem arises when they fail

to communicate to those at the institution about the project or else e

they are not accessible to the consUltaht. In other instances,
administrators unknowingly hinder project success when they do

not provide adequ6te logistical \upport or they neglect to buffer the

project and the consultant from political power plays.

Project Commitment

\
.,

The administrator should indicat, verbally and in writing, that
the project is important to him, to his department or administra-
tive unit, and to the whole institution. During the project; formal

or informal occasionsy arise where it will be important for him
to, reaffirm this commitment. It, is equally important for the
administrator to gain the support and commitment of top
management to the project and the consultant. Support from the
top contributes to the consultant's being accepted by others on -
campus, to his gaining access to peOple and information, to the
acceptance of the consultant's report, and the implementation o
whatever recommendations he might make.

CoMintinications

At the beginning of the project, the administrator shoul

prepare a Memorandum explaining the project's goals, the consul-

tant's role and responsibilities, background incormation 1-Jout the

cOnsultarit, the timetable' for the project, and the tasks that need

to be accomplished This memorandum should'be sent to all those,

who will be invoh7d in the project.
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As the time nears for the consultant tc collect information
either from reports and dOcuments or from individual inter-'
viewsthe administrator will want to let the appropriate people

'\4,know that the consultant will be visiting ith them, and what
kinds of information they might be able to provide. It is neither
fair nor productive to expect someone to be interviewed who has

no understanding of the project context or the kinds ofinforma-'
don he is expected to provide.

Because almost all consultantS prepare interim or final reports,
it may be useful to have these reports reviewed by others, in addi-
tion to the administrator. Whatever the case, the administrator
must decide who should receive reports and who shbuld be

...

invited to review meetings.

Logistical Support

SIBILITIES

. Sometimes administrators do not realize that they or someone in
their office will need to provide logistical support for the consultant
and the project. It is muchrnore efficient for someone on carnpus'tot
set up interviews, check all relevant calendars, and choose an
agreeable date for the consultant's visit.

Some administrators find it useful to appoint a staff member to

serve as client contact for the project. In addition to the tasks
listed above, this person can collect information from thoSe on

campus. He can also serve as, informal project monitor. Without
being obtruSive, he is in a position to °telt how the project is
progressing vis-a-vis the-work plan. The client contact will know
how many interviews have been completed, what information has

not yet been received, and whether or not the project is falling
behind schedule. His position enables him to receive informal
feedback'about issues that might not be discussed openly with the
administrator: '

Administrators should think carefully about the selectioribf the
client coneA-ct. That person should be respected and perceived as
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the administrator's emissary. He should be someone-who is sensi-

. tive enough to know when a Problem is developing, perceptive
enough to be able to analyze its elements, and smart enough to
know when to take it -to the administrator and not'try to solve it

himself:

l
ACcessibility to the

/
Consultant

The administrator must provide the consultant with the same

courtesy and accehsibility that he provides his own staff. When the
consultant calls, -the administrator should .make every effort to
talk with him o return his calk as soon as possible. When the
consultant is on campus, the administrator should schedule time

at the beginning and at the end of the consultirig'visitfor formal

and informal cnversations about the project andthe consultant's

work. These conversations enable the administrator and the con-
sultant to serve when changes are needed in the project's scope of

work and timetable.
At times the consultant may be puzzled because he has '

.conflicting iinformation. 'hiWithout revealing the sources, he might'
i

need to report two conflicting stories and ask the administrator to
provide some historical perspective, or, to help him understand
the organizational context. While guarding against the ternpta

;

,tidn to interfere, the administrator willneed to give the consultant

1 some ad hoc guidance during the course of the project.
I

..1\ Bufferirig
. ...

AS Mentioned earlier, the consultant and/or the project may
,ccasidnally become swept up in campus politics. Administrators

institutionsnsti1tutions that are especially politicized may want to appoint
1 i

a advisory committee or some existing group to oversee the
(

pr je9t and "buffer" it \from political activity. It may be useful to

ha e people representing the other authoritiesor partisans sitting '-
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on the committee since they can report directly to their Consti-
tuents about the goals and progress of the project. It may also be
easier to achieve consensus among several of the parties-at-interest
with a smaller group representing many interests.

By appointing a group to oversee the project, the administrator
can maintain distance from the project, and some objectivity,
about what the consultant is recommending. It may be important
that the administrator not be perceived as havingbeen.sold on the

idea by the consultant.
If an administrator decides to create an advisory group, or wants

the group to serve as "clients" for the study, this should be dis-
cussed and negotiated with the consultant, before the proposal is

written and the contract is negotiated. Working for multiple clients

(a multiclient study) requires additional time for meetings and
review of materials. Building good interpersonal relations with'
everyone in the group takes even further time and negotiation.

If a change in client occurs after the project is under way, work

will have to be temporarily suspended while several.of the issues in

the Exploration and .Definition Stages are reexamined and
discussed. Changing from one client to a multiclient gioup will
almost- certainly require renegotiation of the work scope and,
perhaps, the development of a whole new proposal contract,



CHAPTER 5

Evaluation:
Was It Worth It?

Despite the obviouS need, relatively little has been written
about how to eValuate a consulting project. As a result,

clients and consultants often repeat some of the same mistakes
over and over again. lithe process is to be improved, both parties
must put forth the time and effort to identify and understand,
what went right;\as well as what went wrong.

To help in thisendeavT, figure 749ffers a possible evaluation
model. aperts in evaluationtheory agree that evaluatiVe processes
should be designed specifically to meet the need's of those who will
be making decisions. There are two kinds of evaluationS: foiMa
tive and sumrnatiye. Formative evaluations are.done by those who
are involved in the ongbing 'aspects of the prbject. Sumniative
eyaluations are carried out by thOse who must impleMent the
reCOthinendations that result from the Project..

To better, understand this 'distinction, we might note that,
forrnatiVe evaluations are usually informal andll:hey are intended

:-. to hell) the consultant and Client determine whether need to
modify the prOject design, the work plan, or their;relaliOnships.
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FIGURE 7: Elements of a Model for

From data
sources

using various data
collection methods
information is
collected

Formative
Evaluation

Summative
Evalua don '
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Client SySteni

Consultant

Sponsor

Client

Client System

Consulian't

Customers or
Clienteles

Discussion

Observation

Interviews.

Operations reports

Organizational records

Discussion

Observations

Interviews

Questionnaires,

Documentation

Specially designed
feedback instruments

Operations reports

Organizational records,



Judgments are formed by tlw
client and consultant about the
iffectiveness of the consultant
and the success of the consulting
process

EVALUATION WAS IT WORTH IT?

Evaluating the Consulting Process

about certain factors or
outcomes of the consulting
process, and assessments
are made and

'Relevance of informaticin and
effectiveness of transmission

Consultantclient
relationships

Costs of process

Progress toward specific gok'ils

Changes (values, 'capabilities,
skills, behavior)

Usefulness, timeliness, and relevatce
of information made available to client

Progress toward specific,goals

Contractual obligations fulfilled

Problems solved; probability of recurrence

Client reaction to consultant and process

Cost/bent:flu of prOcess (time, people,
'resources)

Consultant's visa -vis prc,blern(s)

Changes: individual (values, capabilities,
skills, knowledge, b,:havior)

Changes: organizational (policies,
,,srocesses, structure, attitudes, outcomes,
respornes to the environment)

Source: Jana B. Mattheivs-Halbower, "Consulting at Colleges and Universities :,

An Analysis atilt Process" (Ed. D. dissenation,,HarYard Universit 1979),
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The decision about whether to continue, redirect, terminate, or
expand the consulting process requires another type of evaluation
that combines aspects of both formative and summativeevalua-
tions. It requires an assessment of what has been accomplished
vis-a-vis what was proposed, or an evaluation of organizational or
consultant performance against planned objectives.

Summative evaluations are more formal. At the end of the
project the administrators ought to do 'a formal, suinmative
evaluation of the following issues:

1. Information Collection and Transmittal. Was the, information
collected by the consultant useful and relevant to the
problem? Was it transmitted appropriately to the client and
to the various parties-at-interest? ,

2. Progress Toward Goals. How much progress. was made toward
the goals outlined in the proposal? If the consultant was
called in to define a problem, was the problem adequately
defined? If he was called in to provide a solution, was it a
workable solution? lithe consultant was asked to help design
or improve organizational processes and procedures, did he
do so? Have these processes been successfully implemented at
the institution?

3. Fulfillment of Contractual Obligations. Did the consultant
perform satisfactorily, according to the contractual require
ments? For example, did he make campus visits on the
scheduled dates? Did he write' and delhier interim reports and
final reports at the times specified in the contract? Were bills
and invoices submitted properly, and in, general, was the
business side of the consulting project handled well? If th
answer to any of these questions is nor carr tilts-be explained
by something the administratoror client contact failed todo?

4. Consultani-dient Relationship. Did the consultant work effec-
tively with the client to develop a relationship of trust and
mutual understanding about what needed to be accomplished
in the organization? Was, the consultant knowledgeable ,
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'about the political implications, and Was he u le to under-

stand,the stress and pressures upon the client.{ orn various

constituents? Was the consultant able to 'work well with

others in the institution to achieve project goals ?\

5. Cost and Benefits of the P7'.oject. In retrospect, was the institu

tion really able to afford the'costs of the consulti g project?

Were the benefits sufficient to offset

. administrative and faculty hours spent on this

consultant expenses and other direct "costs to

problem;
"oppOrtunity" costs;
Could the funds, energy, and time .corrimiite k to the

project have been put to better'use on something else?

What price did the institution pay for not add essing

those problems that were set aside during the pr ject?

psychic costs;
How difficult has it been for people to share information

and depend on someone outside the, organizatiOn for

help?
dislocation or confusion,
HOw much more will it cost the organization to in-iple-

ment the consultant's recommendations in terms of
outright dollars' that need to be spent, changes \ in

organizational structures and staffing patterns, morale,

and so forth?
6 The.; Consultant's Role vis-a -vise the Problems. Was the coL

sultant able to play various roles that were required, givep

the particular situation at `handle When required to be a

diagnostician,. was he able to be one? When it was apprO-

priate for him,to teach and transfer knowledge and skills, wa

he,able to do so? When it was important for him to be con

frontational and to call into question assumptions; theoriei,
and biases, was he able to do so without alienating others in

the organization?
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7. Individual Changes. Did changes occur in particular indi-
viduals within the organization in terms of their values,
capabilities, skills, knowledge, and general behavior? Even
though the consulting project may not have been aimed ,at
causing individuals to change, it is important to assess
whether or not changes that occurred in individuals' were
directly related to the consultant or the consulting project.

8. Organizational Changes. What new policies, processes; struc-
tures, outcomes, or procedures have been developed as a
result of the project? In 'general, have these changes

morempositive? Have they moved the institution toward being ore
effective or have they, produced negative results? Have people
become defensive about the changes that would result from
the implementation of the "consultant's recommendations?

The number and 'strength of the client's affirmative and nega-
tive responses, to these issues serve as indicators of the consUltant's
effectiveness. In addition to his own percePtions, the person whO

, 6 carries out the evaluation can talk with other's in the organization
to determine their opiniOns of the consultant and the process.
Individuals such as the person who'first brought the consultant
into the organization, those with whom the consultant has
worked most closek and the consultant himself may prove most evf.

helpful. The client will have made observations abOut the consul-
tant while he was meeting. ith other people, he will have seen
copies of the reports that the consultant prepared, and he will
have been 'able to read the minutes of pertinent meetings. All
these will provide valuable information.

The administrator who takes the time to make systematic
evaluatiOns will discover several benefits. First, by learning from
the project's failures as well as successes, he can know what to do, ,
and what 'to watch out for the next time a consultant is engaged.
Second, if the administrator gives the consultant feedback on his
performance, the consultant can learn frOm the experience and
continue to grow and irnprove as a consultant. Thircii, if the

L

r
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administrator thinks about these issues in a systematic manner, he

will be able tb provide relevant inforination about the consulting

project to others.

Summary

This book was written to provide-higher-education pdminis-
trators with a better understanding of what is required to manage,
consultants pffectively, The consulting' process is interesting and
dynamic,".but 'it is not a total mysterY. Every project goes through
certain stages, and some predictable issues will arise during each

stage. Small, short projects simply,move through the stages more
quickly than, longer, more complicated projects. If, the adminis-

trator takes the time to address the issues outlined in this mono-
graph, in their prOper order and during their appropriate stages,
the project should move smoothly toward completion.

Both administrators and consultants areoften tempted to rush

through the Exploration and Definition Stages and to "get on
with the work."' Administrators must resist this temptation 'and
take the time to develop a clear understanding of what the
problem is and the best way, of addressing it

Think about the class of problem and decide whether an expert

is needed (that is, someone who is likely to perform as G standard

consultant), whether someone can help deyelop better organiza-
tional processes (that is, someone who is likely to function as a

process consultant), or whether someone must be able to do both.

After deciding, then start looking for that type of person.
Search carefully for the right. Consultant. Take time to cheCk his

credentials, check references with former clients, invite him to the

campus or meet with him, and be certain that he can provide the

assistance you need. Check to see if he can play all the necessary

roles.
Do not treat proposals and contracts lightly. A carefully written

proposal and a detailed activity plan can,serve'as evidence of the
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consultant's grasp of the problem. Discussion of the contractual
clauses, agreement on the work scope, and budget negotiations
are essential activities, These can help reinforce the psychological
commitments that are requisite for project success.

Choose the contract type that is most appropriate for the; work
that, needs to be done. Do not be afraid to break up the project
into phases and to fund those phases separately, with different
kinds,of contracts if necessary.

Assess the political situation in which the consultant will be
working, brief him on what is likely to happen, and set up Silk,
guards, when they are needed, to insulate the project from campus
power struggles.

Administrators have certain basic responsibilities' to those who
work for them, consultants included. They must be provided
ample time to visit with the administrator and/or the 'client con-
tact, appropriate logistical support to get the job done, and timely
communications to people in the organization 'about the project
and the role they art' expected to play.

Project evaluation provides an invaluable tool for helping.
administrators and others learn what to do and what not to do

with respect to a consulting .project.,These evaluations can also

help administrators when they are asked to provide consultant
references, or to provide feedback directly to the consultant.

Finally, it is important to think ahead about implementing the

consultant's recommendations. With successful consulting
projects, implementation activities start before the consultant has
even finished writing his report. When that happens, adminis-
trators can rest assured that they have made effective use of their

consultants.
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